SETUP guide - MEETPAT ICE BOX WATER CHILLER
We love our Meet PAT units and we hope you do. It is very important to keep your
units in the best possible condition. We recommend following the our cleaning
guide to avoid any contaminates entering the system and always keep your units
clean and stored in a dry cool place.
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Here at Meet Pat we are very safety conscious. We design and manufacture water related
products with the safety of you, the user, foremost in mind. In addition, we ask that you exercise
a degree of care when using any Meet PAT product and adhere to a common sense approach.
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Fill the MeetPAT Ice Box with ice and water so the coil
is covered at all times.

- Do not set the units up near live exposed electrical connections or wiring.

Connect the Ice box to the reﬁll unit
using the joiner hose.
Connect the other outlet to the tap
using the tap adapter and hosing
supplied with the reﬁll unit.

- Do not set up in high wind areas.
- If the hoses pass over trafﬁc areas use approved hose trip covers.

Please refer to our website www.meetpat.com.au for full safety, setup and warranty info.
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Water

Check tap for pressure
and clean water.

Read this before setting up your ice box

What you should have

+

ICE

This setup guide is only for the MeetPAT Ice Box. Please follow the set up guide
for the bottle reﬁll unit and drinking fountain.
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Turn on the tap.

What you Need

Note: The unit has
to have a drain hose
connected to drain.
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Run all the taps for 10
seconds.
Check for leaks.
If a leak is found turn
off the water and
check connections.

ICE

+

5 ICE cold
Water

Check the Ice box
during use to make
sure there is sufﬁcient
ice coving the coil.

1. Ice box
2. Joiner hose

For spare parts or cleaning and maintenance advice, meetpat are here
1300 559 875 +61 2 6021 7813 meetpat.com.au - sales@meetpat.com.au

6 Pack down...
Follow the Pack Down instructions supplied with the reﬁll unit.
Empty the ICE box after use and leave open to completely dry
before storage.

